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UNISON Scotland’s manifesto: Vote for public services on 6 May 

UNISON members

have been essential

in getting the country

through COVID - and

they are essential to

recovery from the

pandemic.
That's the message that

runs through UNISON's

manifesto for the Scottish

Parliament elections.

Not a manifesto aimed at

generating support for any

party - but a challenge to

every candidate looking for

the votes of UNISON

members.

Like previous UNISON

manifestos, Essential for

recovery is all about putting

UNISON policy and concerns

into the political arena - with

a focus on defending and

improving public services and

the lives of those who provide

them.  

Unlike previous

manifestos though, this one

has been put together

during a pandemic whose

impact will be felt for years. 

This has meant the

manifesto has to put the

issues of a fair recovery

from COVID - socially and

economically - front and

centre. 

This doesn't distract from

the focus on public services

though, it reinforces it.

Lilian Macer, Scottish

convener warned: “Any

recovery from Covid worth

the name will have to have

investment in public

services and those that

provide them at its heart. 

“Investment in services will

create more jobs more

quickly while delivering more

spending in local economies -

wage rises for public service

workers will be spent

boosting demand in local

economies rather than going

into offshore bank accounts.”  

Mike Kirby, Scottish

secretary added: “We argue

that the next Scottish

Government must prioritise

core activities. By this we

mean essential goods and

services like housing, utility

supply, health, transport,

education and care. 

“This 'foundational

economy' of branches and

networks provides the

infrastructure of everyday

life. These serve our

essential daily household

needs, keeping us safe and

civilised. 

“These can and should be

at the centre of any future

economic strategy. Investing

in these sectors provides

both longer term economic

benefit and increased social

resilience. 

“Prioritising these areas

will deliver more for people

and the environment than

basing recovery on handing

over contracts to big

business and expecting them

to put communities ahead of

shareholders. 

“The current Scottish

Government has said that

"When things come apart,

there is always the

opportunity to put them

back together differently.” 

“We agree. The next

Scottish Government must take

that opportunity. This manifesto

shows how they can.”

The full manifesto is on the

UNISON Scotland website at

unison-scotland.org

wage rises for public service

workers will be spent boosting

demand in local economies rather

than going into offshore bank

accounts’ LILIAN MACER

Scottish Parliament

decisions impact on

those who use public

services and those who

deliver them, so it’s vital

UNISON members have

their say. 

You can use your vote

on 6 May to save our NHS,

help our schools, protect

our communities and

make a real difference to

the people you care about.

Registering is easy and

can be done online at

https://www.gov.uk/

register-to-vote.

The deadline for

registering is midnight on

April 19. 

Make sure you register

to vote and on 6 May use

your vote for public

services, and those who

deliver them.

‘

the next Scottish Government

must prioritise core activities. By

this we mean essential goods and

services like housing, utility

supply, health, transport, education

and care’ MIKE KIRBY

‘

Pay: Reports from Health, Local Government, Further Education and Scottish Water - Page 3

They got us through COVID, now invest in them
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UNISON Lothian

Health Branch

members have been

working tirelessly

for the duration of

the Coronavirus

pandemic and the

shop stewards in

the branch felt

strongly they

wanted to do their

bit to help and

stand shoulder to

shoulder with their

members on the

front line.
So, when the

vaccine clinics got

under way in NHS

Lothian the

professionally registered shop

stewards decided they would

step up to the plate. 

To date there are eight

registered nursing stewards and

an occupational therapy shop

steward delivering the vaccine

in clinics. Another occupational

therapy and dental nurse steward

are in the process of

completing their

training.

They follow in the

footsteps of 14 of their

colleagues, who

decided last March,

when this dreadful

disease hit, to return to

their duties to help

their comrades. 

These shop stewards

were predominantly

domestics, porters,

catering staff, admin

and clerical workers

and clinical support

workers.

For us as shop

stewards in Lothian

Health Branch it is

important not to just talk

the talk. To truly be One

Team in UNISON we need to

walk the walk.

One Team walks the walk on vaccines

UNISON Scotland has

accused the Scottish

Government of letting workers

down as agreement between

the SNP and Scottish Greens

paved the way for the Scottish

Government’s budget through

parliament in February.
The deal will see the phased

introduction of free school meals

for all primary pupils, an enhanced

public sector pay deal, new

Pandemic Support Payments and

additional funding to support

environmental, active travel and

energy efficiency initiatives. 

However Mike Kirby, UNISON

Scottish secretary, said that it was

an opportunity missed to show how

the Scottish government values the

vital role that public service

workers play by giving them the

pay rise they deserve.

Mike said: “Revising public

sector pay policy is less than half of

the story. We now need the Scottish

Government to make explicit

spending commitments in areas

such as health and local

government to ensure that

sufficient funding is available to

allow meaningful pay negotiations

to take place. Talk of policy

providing “benchmarking

reference” for negotiations doesn’t

produce money for pay packets.”

“Public services, and more

particularly those who deliver them in

health and social care, are struggling

under unprecedented demand and an

uncertain financial climate.

“All public workers deserve a

decent pay rise after years of pay

restraint and during this most

testing of periods. The proposed

settlement still falls short of what is

needed and deserved.”

“Our public service workers

deserve a fair pay settlement that

recognises the sacrifice so many

have made over the pandemic as

well as tackling real terms pay cuts

of the past decade. 

“More money in the pockets of

public service workers would be

spent locally, at the very time

struggling high streets need support

the most. Scotland simply can’t

afford not to invest in the

workforce if our economy is to

recover.

“The Scottish government

needs to do more to put public

services at the heart of economic

renewal. 

“There is no quicker or more

beneficial way for government to

create and sustain jobs and local

economic demand than investing

in public services. 

“Properly funding the services

people need, is a social and

economic necessity. There can be

no substantial recovery without

investing in properly funded

public services.”

The online Special Delegate

Conference in June 2021 will

have three themes for debate

and one will be the Branch

Resources Review (BRR). 
This has been a significant priority

for the union and it is important, in

Scotland, that all branches take time

before conference to consider all

aspects of the new proposals. 

In a survey in February 2020

branch activists said they needed

help with time pressure, extra

regional support and money. 

The report of the BRR makes a

series of proposals for more

practical support for local branches

including an improved funding

formula and a new Branch Support

and Organising fund, based on the

priorities identified by branches. 

You will be asked to debate and

vote on this at conference, so it is

important that branches understand

the changes in the funding formula

and what the impact on your

branches will be. 

Will branches receive more

resources? Yes.

In summary the new Branch

Funding Formula will increase the

branch allocation to a total of

25.5%, up by 2% with 23.5%

allocated as direct funding and 2%

available to branches via an

application to the new Branch

Support and Organising Fund. 

This dedicated fund created has

a goal to further support branches

with organising, representation and

equipment. 

It brings together the Regional

Pool and Fighting Fund under

regional lay control and will be 

flexible and transparent about local

bids for projects or staff time. 

It will be allocated 2% of

national income every year split

between regions.  This is up from

0.5% of national income currently

allocated to the Pool and will see a

significant increase to Scotland to

support branches to organise.

The survey told us that branches

in Scotland placed regional support

as a priority and this fund will

deliver on that. 

As well as a shift towards branches

of an additional £3.5 million a year,

there are 13 other items in the report to

support branches too, including

subsidised CaseWeb.

As one of the leads in the review, I

believe the outcome of the review

delivers a fair, affordable and

sustainable new package of branch

funding and support. 

This has been endorsed by the

union’s national executive council

(NEC). Once the full report is

circulated please make sure you read

it fully and consider its implications

for your branch and the union as a

whole and come prepared to vote.

Branch Resources Review - what

will it mean for your branch?

UNISON
Police Staff

Scotland chair
Lucille Inglis
retired on 31
March after
giving 47 years
public service
in policing. 

Lucille was previously an

employee of legacy Lothian and

Borders force. During much of this

career Lucille as also served in

UNISON and formerly Nalgo. 

Her roles have included branch

secretary, branch chair, Police &

Justice Service Group Executive as

well as participation in the Scottish

Council and committee groups.

However even up until the last few

weeks of her service Lucille has still

been active for members at our

National Police Scotland JNCC and

crucially for members has been

UNISON representative on job

evaluation panels for the last year.

There is a long list of members

that Lucille has genuinely helped over

the years and a great number of

activists that became active in

UNISON due to Lucille’s

encouragement.

She will be a loss to our branch of

that there is no doubt, our executives

will be a lot quieter without her.

However, her legacy is that many of

us have learned from Lucille’s

experience over years working

alongside her and we will carry that

on in our trade union duties.

I and all in Police Staff Scotland

Branch wish Lucille a long, happy

and healthy retirement. I know this

will involve time with her two dogs,

travelling when allowed to and taking

in some live music and theatre.

With COP26, a global

summit on climate

change, taking place in

Glasgow later this year,

and the future of the

planet on a critical knife

edge, there has never

been a more urgent time

to get involved in fighting

the planet’s extinction. 
Trade unions have realised

the importance of this for some

time, as there are no jobs to

protect on a dead planet. With

their collective voice, unions

can make a difference in

pushing for meaningful change

at the top and also how local

workplaces can operate more

sustainably.

UNISON Scotland is

particularly active in this area

with a Green Network that is

made up of Green Reps from

branches across the country

and members contribute by

working with Friends of the

Earth Scotland and COP26

Coalition among others, as

well as pushing for more

sustainable practices in their

own workplaces.

Are you interested in getting

involved with the Green

Network or becoming a Green

Rep? 

Have you noticed

unsustainable practices in your

workplace that could be

improved (or want to share

positive examples)? 

Are you unsure what can be

done through your branch, but

are thinking of becoming active? 

If so drop Fiona

Montgomery from the Green

Network an email

(f.montgomery@unison.co.uk),

visit the Facebook page

(https://www.facebook.com/gre

ennetworkunisonscotland/ ), or

speak to your local stewards

about becoming a Green Rep.

You will be asked to
vote on this at
conference, so it is
important that
branches understand
the changes in the
funding formula and
what the impact on
your branches will be’

Get involved in saving the planet

By Michelle Brewster

Police Staff Scotland Branch

By Maree Shepherd

Green officer, FE Branch

By Lilian Macer

Scottish convener ‘

By Tracy Anne Miller

UNISON Lothian Health 

Lothian Health Branch’s Gemma Brennan and Tracy Miller trained by Carolyn

Casey and ready to vaccinate.

Budget misses opportunity to value public

services workers and boost the economy
Police stalwart
Lucille Inglis retires
after 47 years
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As we went to print,

UNISON Scotland health

leaders were meeting to plan

consultation with members on

a new pay offer from the

Scottish Government as it

entered the pre-election period.
Willie Duffy, UNISON

Scotland head of health, said:

“After weeks of negotiations

we have now received a

serious offer for a deal

backdated to 1 December

2020. This is a final offer due to

the forthcoming election.”

Tom Waterson, chair of

UNISON Scotland’s health

committee added: “This past year

has shone a spotlight on NHS

staff, their dedication, their skill

and the sacrifices they have made

in responding to the pandemic.

“We have been making the case

for the value of this contribution to

be recognised in their pay packets.”

Willie added: “It was simply

not good enough to push

negotiations to the summer and

blame the UK Government for the

delay so we are pleased to have

made significant progress in these

pay talks.

“However, the final decision

lies with UNISON members and

we look forward to consulting

them in the coming weeks.”

Full details of the offer are on

our website and it includes:

Bands 1-4: £1,009; Bands 5-7:

4%; Bands 8a to 8c: 2%; Bands

8d to 9: £800.

Meanwhile UNISON’s local

government negotiators

have described a pay offer

put forward by COSLA on 16

March as a ‘slap in the face’

for hard working council

workers who have gone

above and beyond during the

pandemic.
The offer was £800 up to

£25k, 2% from £25k to £40k

and 1% above that with no

provision to make up for years

of pay falling behind inflation.

Mark Ferguson, chair of

UNISON Scotland’s local

government committee

slammed the offer as falling far

short of what local government

workers deserve for keeping

local services going in the most

difficult of circumstances.

He said: “COSLA has been

quick to praise our members for

their efforts during this pandemic

yet have presented our members

with a dismal pay offer. 

“Our members have gone

above and beyond to provide the

services we have all relied on

during this pandemic, the least

they deserve is to be paid fairly. 

“This offer is a slap in the

face to our dedicated local

government workforce.”

Johanna Baxter, UNISON

Scotland’s head of local

government added: “The moral

and economic imperatives for

providing these workers with a

substantial pay increase are

overwhelming.  

“There is no better way to

stimulate our economic recovery

than putting money into the

pockets of low-paid workers.

“Our message to politicians

is clear - warm words and claps

don’t pay the bills. 

“Stop treating local

government workers like the

poor relations of the public

sector and fund a decent

increase.”

Pay: Health consults on ‘serious’ offer,

local government rejects ‘slap in the face’

UNISON Scotland, as the

biggest union for women

in Scotland, has condemned

the police response to the

Sarah Everard vigil and says

it is vital that women’s voices

are heard.
Lilian Macer, UNISON

Scotland convener, said: “We

mourn Sarah Everard and

condemn the heavy-handed

police response at the London

vigil on 13 March. Silence and

powerlessness go hand-in-hand

and it is vital that women’s

voices are heard.

“UNISON stands against the

epidemic of male violence

against women. We need to

change the narrative and put the

focus on the men who

perpetuate violence against

women instead of asking

women to change their

behaviour. Women need to be

safe, not careful.

“Male violence threatens

women in all areas of their lives

- our homes, our workplaces and

in public places and this must

end. We demand safety, we

demand equality and we

demand the right to be heard.”

Women need to be safe not careful FE votes to

accept pay and

conditions offer

In a consultative ballot, UNISON’s

Scottish Further Education

members have voted to accept the

national employers’ pay offer for

2020/2021 of 2% from 1 April 2020

plus a minimum of £750 (FTE) and

a maximum of £2,000 effective

from 1 September 2020.
Due to COVID challenges,

negotiators had made no

recommendation to members, however

Chris Greenshields, Further Education

branch secretary, said: “UNISON is

relieved to finally get this agreement

in place - some nine months after the

trade unions submitted the claim for

20/21 - and will urge employers to

implement the agreement timeously.”

The offer also includes an

additional, though unconsolidated,

flexible leave day and full allowance

for first aiders currently getting less

than £500 a year.

To support staff wellbeing, the full

time working week for support staff is

set at 35 hours, normally Monday to

Friday. Daily hours will be normally

between 08.00 and 18.00 exclusive of

a lunch break and inclusive of paid

morning and afternoon breaks. 

A terms and conditions working

group will also be set up early this

year to look at outstanding issues from

the claim. 

Chris explained: “This will include

as a priority, specific arrangements

around working from home during

COVID. Mental health and flexible

working will also be given urgent

attention.”

UNISON Scotland, Unite

Scotland and GMB

Scotland have issued a

consultative ballot for

industrial action to

Scottish Water members in

a dispute over pay. The

ballot opened on 18 March. 
The joint trade unions are

demanding a return to proper

negotiations amid a pay and

bonuses row which could mean

Scottish Water workers losing

up to £3,000.

A number of Scottish Water

workers have already lost

between £500 and £1,000

through the removal of the

supplement payment which

averages overtime hours

worked over a year. 

The payment covered

workplace issues such as

standby and emergency works. 

However, Scottish Water

have now imposed a new

workplace system which

reduces the supplemental

payment and workers will now

not be paid for working any

additional hours.

Emma Phillips, UNISON

regional organiser for Scottish

Water said: “Scottish waste-

water team leaders have been

working throughout the

pandemic keeping Scotland

clean and safe. 

“They travel the length and

breadth of Scotland dealing

with waste and sewage

emergencies. They are vital

workers.

“It is not acceptable that

Scottish Water are unilaterally

proposing to cut pay of this

workforce by up to £3,000 per

year. 

“Scottish Water must get

round the table and listen to

staff on this. 

“UNISON and the other

unions have had no choice but

to start a consultative ballot for

industrial action.”

Scottish Water trade unions launch ballot

over vital workers’ £3,000 loss of pay

Do you think making a

Freedom of Information

(FOI) request sounds useful for

your union work, but you’re not

quite sure how best to do it?

UNISON Scotland members can

book a two-hour online training

session in May to help you feel

confident in using FOI and other

legislation to find out key facts,

figures and other information.

The free training, provided by the

Campaign for Freedom of

Information Scotland (CFoIS), is

open to all members and to UNISON

organising staff. It will explain FOI

and related law, top tips, how to avoid

pitfalls, and case studies.:

A more in depth Digging Deeper

version of the course is an option for

those with more experience of making

requests. If dates for either below are

not suitable, please register your interest

for a likely future block of dates.

Course dates
Venue: Teams (Accessible via

hyperlink. Teams account not

necessary.)

• Introduction to FOI: Wed 5 May

10am-12noon; Sat 8 May 10am-

12noon; Wed 19 May 6pm-8pm; Fri

21 May 1pm-3pm.

• FOI – Digging Deeper: Thurs 20

May 2pm-4pm. 

Register at Eventbrite via CFoIS

website: www.cfois.scot/unison-

training/ For further information

contact UnisonTrain@cfois.scot

Lilian Macer

Scottish

Water must get

round the table

and listen to

staff on this’
EMMA PHILLIPS

‘

Sign up for free

FoI training



COVID-19 has
demonstrated how

fragile the gains in
women's equality are
and that these are at risk
of being reversed. 

Sixteenth March 2020 was

the date of the first UK wide

lockdown and the date where

women's lives changed and

burdens grew. 

Women members working

in social care and health have

been at the forefront of dealing

with the pandemic, yet are

among the most under-valued

and poorly rewarded.

Inequality for women in

society was already prevalent

before COVID. In the UK men

earn 18% more on average. 
The Scottish Government’s

Impacts of COVID-19 on
Equality In Scotland  found that
women account for higher
employment shares in many
‘shut down’ sectors and those
that are employed are more
likely to work part-time and less
likely to be in secure
employment. 

They earn less on average

than men and are less likely to

be eligible for sick pay hence

a reduction in income due to

job losses or furloughing may

be particularly harmful. 

UN policy in April 2020

states that worldwide, women

have less access to social

protections. 

During lockdown, women

were the dominant demographic

that juggled working life with

caring and home schooling

responsibilities. 

COVID-19 has also been a

breeding ground for increased

domestic abuse, increased

severity, and lack of access to

help and support. 

Laura Richards, a

renowned international expert

on domestic violence, stated

that women are now killed at

a rate of five per week. 

Vulnerable women have

found themselves with

restricted help sources, lost

key contacts, and are

struggling to keep themselves

and their children safe.

UNISON campaigning

will continue to target issues

suffered by women as a result

of the pandemic. The almost

£20,000 increase in school

clothing grants from

UNISON’s There For You

charity demonstrates the need

is there for UNISON to

support our women members

- more so than ever. 

The theme of 2021

International Women’s Day

#ChooseToChallenge shows

that in UNISON we must fight

harder and louder for not just

equality, but justice, safety and

opportunity for women and

girls now and in the future. 

There can be no return to

normal - not if we want to

continue campaigning for true

equality.
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We want to hear  your news
SiU is your paper, we want to hear your
stories. Contact Kate Ramsden (editor)
katearamsden@gmail.com, Danny Phillips
d.phillips@unison.co.uk, Trisha Hamilton

t.hamilton@unison.co.uk
Editorial group: Kate Ramsden, Watty

Gaffney, Jane Aitchison, Dianne O’Donnell
and Sean Davenport

Published by UNISON Scottish Council, 14 West Campbell Street, Glasgow G2 6RX.

The COVID pandemic

has had a

disproportionate impact

on the members of all

our equalities groups. 
UNISON has had a key

role in fighting for the rights

of these members and

demanding action to ensure

their safety at work and in

their communities.

SiU asked our UNISON

Scotland self organised

groups what COVID has

meant for their members and

their priorities as we move

out of the pandemic. 

In this issue we hear from

our Black members, Women’s

and LGBT+ committees. We

will hear from our Disabled

members, retired members and

young members in our next

issue in June.

The impact of the

virus is widespread;

however individuals

from marginalised or

disadvantaged groups

who already experience

poorer outcomes in

healthcare have been

disproportionally

affected by the current

situation.
Research shows us that

LGBT+ people face barriers

when accessing mainstream

mental health services. In fact,

many of us have poor

experiences of public services

including discrimination and

lack of understanding of our

health needs.

While LGBT+ people

experience poorer outcomes in

a wide range of areas, we

know that mental health,

sexual health and trans health

are key areas in which impact

is likely to be acutely felt. 

LGBT+ people are also

more likely to be disabled, or

living with a long-term

condition, and may be

‘multiply marginalised’. 

It has never been more

vital for employers to

undertake individual health

and safety risk assessments

for marginalised employees.

The unprecedented

economic impact of the virus

brings fear of further cuts to

already insufficient services

and a detrimental impact on

the provision of established

LGBT+ services, reducing

availability of services at a

time when people are

experiencing increasing

levels of stress and isolation

as a result of the virus.

Coronavirus restrictions

have prevented those who

travel to cities to access

essential services from doing

so, thereby demonstrating the

lack of equity when it comes

to reaching those most in need.

UNISON must ensure a

safe and effective COVID-19

response to protect the

physical and mental well-

being of LGBT+ people in

our community and

workplaces by putting

pressure on the Scottish

Government to ensure and

prioritise the protection of

LGBT+ services across

health and social care,

mental health and third

sector and develop these

services in areas where there

are none.

Protecting and developing LGBT+ services

vital in a post COVID-19 Scotland

COVID-19 has been

declared by the

World Health

Organisation as a

pandemic and evidence

indicates that it has had

a disproportionate effect

on Black workers and

Black communities in the

UK and across the world,

with Black people four

times more likely to die

from the virus.
This prompted a UNISON

Scotland survey of Black

members which showed a

workforce in more fragile

employment than their white

counterparts. 

As a result these workers

were less likely to raise safety

concerns and more fearful of

infection than other workers.

Black workers are also

more likely to have jobs on

the front-line of the pandemic

supporting vulnerable people

in health and social care. 

A lack of PPE and risk

assessments in the early days

left all workers vulnerable but

Black workers even more so. 

UNISON Scotland called

for urgent action from the

Scottish and UK government

to protect Black workers. 

It issued Scottish branches

with a risk assessment tailored

to the specific needs of Black

workers. We urge branches to

ensure proper and meaningful

risk assessments are conducted

and the risks being identified

are managed, documented, and

appropriate actions are taken.

It’s worth noting that the

impact of COVID on Black

workers and Black people has

highlighted multiple areas of

systemic and institutional

racism including in the labour

market.

TUC data has shown that

Black workers have borne the

brunt of job cuts during the

pandemic. 

It found that more people

from Black and minority ethnic

backgrounds work in

precarious and poorly paid jobs

with fewer employment rights. 

As a result of COVID, the

unemployment rate for Black

people had reached 8.5% by

the end of last year, almost

twice the average for white

workers.

As we hopefully move out

of the pandemic, Scottish Black

Members’ Committee will

continue our work in our union

and the STUC to promote the

rights of our Black workers and

to challenge the racism that has

seen Black workers and Black

communities hit so hard by

COVID-19. 

We will continue to fight

against the systemic

structural institutionalised

racism in Scotland and stand

shoulder to shoulder with our

colleagues across the UK.

Impact of COVID-19 on Black Workers and communities

Fighting for equalities in a pandemic

UNISON Scotland’s

Rakiya Suleiman

has been honoured

with this year’s Nelson

Mandela Award by

UNISON’s National

Black Members

organisation.

The National Black

Members’ Conference

established the Nelson

Mandela Award in 2015 to be presented each

year to a member who has ‘gone above and

beyond’ for Black people - within the union

and in the wider society.

Rakiya is well known to members in

UNISON Scotland. She has been an activist

for over 20 years. As the current deputy chair

of UNISON’s National Black Members’

Committee and chair of Scotland’s Black

Members’ Committee, Rakiya has been a

leading figure in the drive for racial equality.

The article on the UNISON website states:

“UNISON is delighted to celebrate the

achievements, courage and determination of

Rakiya Suleiman.

“With an exemplary leadership style, a

supportive nature and her tireless

contributions to fairness, Rakiya embodies

the values of the Nelson Mandela Award.”

Rakiya said: “This award is for all those who

paved the way for us to talk about equality and

people who have lost their lives during this

unprecedented time. I am so grateful to

UNISON, our member led union and in

particular our Black members who continue to

believe in me and the work that I do and for

supporting me in receiving this award.

“Showing love, kindness, support and

compassion towards one another always

brings the best out of us. This is something

that my beloved late mother embedded in me

during my upbringing and which supports me

during such challenging times”.

Rakiya wins

Mandela Award

COVID crisis and its devastating impact on women

By Watty Gaffney

UNISON Scotland LGBT+ Cttee

By Rakiya Suleiman

Scottish Black Members Cttee

By Dianne O’Donnell

Scottish Women’s Committee

East Lothian branch says it will

ballot for action if the council

pushes through plans to cut flexitime. 

Branch secretary Mike Dunlop said:

“They keep referring to flexitime as holidays

and I keep reminding them it is time off for

time worked.” 

Labour councillors had promised to check

back with him before any decision but he

stressed they need to do so in the knowledge

that staff, after putting in so much effort

during COVID, are very angry.

Meanwhile Edinburgh branch members

responded in force to a UNISON survey on

flexitime, giving their branch officers the

strength to overturn the ceasing of the scheme.

Negotiators got the decision overturned and a

new scheme agreed that keeps most of UNISON’s

priorities with talks to extend it further.

Gerry Stovin, service conditions officer,

said: “We would like to thank all those who

responded to our survey with such conviction

enabling us to negotiate with the full backing

from our members.”

Resisting flexitime

attacks


